
Airship

Series: Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Light
Novel)

Reincarnated as a Dragon Hatchling (Light
Novel) Vol. 2
Nekoko, Naji Yanagida
9781648276095
Pub Date: 11/23/21
$14.99 USD
320 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: A fantasy isekai adventure about a man
who has to restart life…as an egg?! (And don’t miss
the manga adaptation, also from Seven Seas.)

Our hero wakes up one day in a brand new world…but his
new life doesn’t come with fighting skills or magic powers, or
even arms and legs! He’s reborn as a helpless egg, stuck in
an unfamiliar forest surrounded by terrifying, hungry beasts.
But eggs hatch, hatchlings grow up, and humble beginnings
can lead to something great. He’ll do his best to become t...

Airship

Series: The Saint's Magic Power is Omnipotent
(Light Novel)

The Saint's Magic Power is Omnipotent
(Light Novel) Vol. 4
Yuka Tachibana, Yasuyuki Syuri
9781648272967
Pub Date: 11/23/21
$14.99 USD
240 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: A charming isekai tale about a woman’s
magical entrepreneurship in a fantasy world–which
inspired the anime, in English from Funimation! (And
don’t miss the manga adaptation, also from Seven
Seas.)

Sei, a 20-year-old office worker, is whisked away to a whole
new world. Unfortunately for Sei, the ritual that summoned
her—meant to produce a “Saint” who would banish the dark
magic—brought two people over instead of one. And
everyone prefers the second girl over Sei?! But this is just
fine b...

Dark Horse Manga

Vampire Hunter D Omnibus: Book One
Hideyuki Kikuchi, Yoshitaka Amano, Kevin Leahy
9781506725307
Pub Date: 10/5/21
$19.99 USD
640 pages
Trade Paperback
7.3 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: A new omnibus collecting the first three
volumes of Vampire Hunter D!

It is 12,090 A.D., thousands of years since the human
race nearly destroyed itself in a nuclear war—a folly
foreseen by those who waited to emerge out of the
underground…not from shelters, but from crypts!

The aristocratic vampire lords known as the Nobles inherited
our world, and with dark science and immortal patience
made real the things that mortals had merely dreamed,
whether voyaging to the distant stars, or conju...
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Dark Horse Manga

Elegant Spirits: Amano's Tale of Genji and
Fairies
Yoshitaka Amano, Anri Ito, Junichi Imura,
Camellia Nieh
9781506725314
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$39.99 USD
168 pages
Hardcover
12 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Summary: Yoshitaka Amano has visualized other
worlds of wonder as the artist of the Final Fantasy
game series. Now, with Elegant Spirits, our own
world’s ancient treasures of literature and legend are
richly evoked through Amano’s paintings and
illustrations!

Elegant Spirits first contains Amano’s adaptation of The Tale
of Genji, a psychological exploration of courtly love written a
thousand years ago by Lady Murasaki, and often considered
to be the earliest novel ever written. The second half of...

Dark Horse Manga

Gantz Omnibus Volume 7
Hiroya Oku, Matthew Johnson
9781506715445
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$24.99 USD
640 pages
Trade Paperback
7.3 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: A terrifying adult science-fiction epic of
fierce imagination, Hiroya Oku’s Gantz has sold over
15 million copies in Japan and inspired three feature
films and an anime TV series. This value-priced
collection features 640 pages of shock and awe!

After earning enough combat points, the Gantz alien fighters
are given three choices: freedom, better weapons, or
resurrect a dead Gantz warrior. Each fighter has suffered
greatly, and each has experienced devastating loss. But are
they willing t...

Dark Horse Manga

Blade of the Immortal Deluxe Volume 4
Hiroaki Samura
9781506726557
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$49.99 USD
656 pages
Hardcover
10 in H | 7 in W | 1.3 lb Wt

Summary: Over 600 blood-soaked pages, collecting
Hiroaki Samura’s captivating “Secrets,” “Fall Frost,”
and “Beasts” story arcs!

Rin’s purportedly immortal protector, Manji, was enlisted to
help her hunt down the ruthless Itto-ryü sword school that
murdered her parents. With Rin searching for the eccentric
Itto-ryū leader Anotsu Kagehisa on her own now, Manji joins
forces with Magatsu—a charming, fan-favorite killer—to take
on the evil Shira! Hyakurin and her fellow Mugai-ryū warriors
tangle with ...
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Kodansha Comics

Series: Attack on Titan

Attack on Titan 34
Hajime Isayama
9781646512362
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$10.99 USD
256 pages
Trade Paperback

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Summary: The blockbuster action manga that inspired
the epic anime stampedes towards its thrilling
conclusion!

FREEDOM…
 
Eren’s titanic Rumbling claims thousands of lives beyond the
walls of Paradis, and the boy who once lived in fear of the
Titans becomes the world’s most feared man. Determined to
stop the destruction wrought by their childhood friend,
Armin, Mikasa, and their surviving comrades reach the
Attack Titan and decide to face him head on in an ultimate
showdown. Will humanity finally be...

Kodansha Comics

Series: Beauty and the Beast of the Lost Paradise

Beauty and the Beast of Paradise Lost 2
Kaori Yuki
9781646512935
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.99 USD
192 pages
Trade Paperback

8.2 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.5 lb Wt

Summary: The story of Belle and her beast as you’ve
never seen it before, with sinister, creeping shadows
suffusing a door to a wider, magical world. This dark,
fairytale adventure is the latest sumptuous
masterpiece from the creator of Angel Sanctuary and
Alice in Murderland, perfect for fans of The Ancient
Magus’ Bride!

FOLLOW YOUR HEART
 
Lured by another one of Giselle’s false promises of friendship,
Belle finds herself intruding on the Beast and one of the
castle’s most closely guarded secrets:...

Kodansha Comics

Series: The Ghost in the Shell: The Human
Algorithm

The Ghost in the Shell: The Human Algorithm
2
Shirow Masamune, Junichi Fujisaku, Yuki
Yoshimoto
9781646511792
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.99 USD
256 pages
Trade Paperback

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Summary: This brand-new chapter fills in the gaps
between The Ghost in the Shell: Human-Error
Processor and Man-Machine Interface manga with a
tense cyberpunk thriller written by Ghost in the Shell:
Stand Alone Complex script writer Junichi Fujisaku.
Just in time for the release of the new Ghost in the
Shell: SAC_2045 anime on Netflix!

Hackers attempt to assassinate a politician during a speech
preaching the advantages of cybernetic prosthetics.
Fortunately, Togusa is there to whisk her to safety...
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Kodansha Comics

Series: Heroic Legend of Arslan, The

The Heroic Legend of Arslan 15
Yoshiki Tanaka, Hiromu Arakawa
9781646512959
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$10.99 USD
192 pages
Trade Paperback

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

Summary: The epic of palace intrigue and battlefield
glory, from the creator of Fullmetal Alchemist, that
became a hit anime franchise!

Arslan is the teenaged prince of the ancient kingdom of Pars
who doesn’t seem to have what it takes to be a great ruler
like his father, Andragoras III. A fateful encounter with a
slave from the neighboring country of Lusitania leads Arslan
to question the world outside of the royal capital’s walls but
before he can indulge his curiosity, war breaks out. Arslan i...

Kodansha Comics

Series: Peach Boy Riverside

Peach Boy Riverside 3
Coolkyousinnjya, Johanne
9781646513413
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.99 USD
176 pages
Trade Paperback

8.2 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.5 lb Wt

Summary: There’s demon-slaying action galore in this
stylish update to a Japanese folktale from the creator
of Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid! The rambunctious,
teenage Princess Saltherine is fed up with being
trapped behind high walls and engineers an escape.
But this world is full of monsters both human and
otherwise, and it could be Sally herself is one of
them…Watch for the anime adaptation, coming July
2021!

Saltherine, princess of the Kingdom of Aldarake, dreams of
traveling the world…a dange...

Kodansha Comics

The Seven Deadly Sins Omnibus 1 (Vol. 1-3)
Nakaba Suzuki
9781646513796
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$19.99 USD
Trade Paperback
8.2 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: Ride forth into the magical world of
Britannia with a new 3-in-1 omnibus version of the
manga that inspired the most popular Netflix Original
Anime worldwide! This book includes Vols. 1-3 of The
Seven Deadly Sins manga, in a special, large size.

When they were accused of trying to overthrow the
monarchy, the feared warriors the Seven Deadly Sins were
sent into exile. Princess Elizabeth discovers the truth - the
Sins were framed by the king’s guard, the Holy Knights - too
late to prevent ...
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Kodansha Comics

Series: That Wolf-Boy is Mine! Omnibus

That Wolf-Boy Is Mine! Omnibus 2 (Vol. 3-4)
Yoko Nogiri
9781646513680
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$14.99 USD
352 pages
Trade Paperback

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: Don’t miss the hit shojo fantasy romance,
now available in two handy 2-in-1 omnibus volumes!
Find out why Fruits Basket fans fell in love with a
shapeshifting wolf-boy, and the girl who discovered
his secret.
 
Final volume, includes Vols. 3 and 4 of That Wolf-Boy
Is Mine!
 
A YALSA Great Graphic Novels for Teens pick!

After Rin shares some profound insights with Komugi about
her crush, she learns it’s easier to bottle up her feelings for
the wolf-boy, Yū. As Komugi gets to really know Rin t...

Seven Seas

Series: Necromance

Necromance Vol. 1
Yuuki Doumoto
9781648275999
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.99 USD
200 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: A thrilling fantasy romance between a hero
and a priestess–that starts with the hero’s death!

In the final battle with the Demon King, Shibuki performs the
ultimate sacrifice, dying to protect his childhood love. His
only regret is not confessing before his demise. Luckily for
him, it seems God has other plans for this Hero and Saint
duo. Shibuki rises from the dead during his own funeral!
Shibuki’s new chance at life isn’t all it appears, for it’s no
“life” at all. The Demon King laid o...

Seven Seas

Boy Meets Maria
Peyo
9781648276453
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$13.99 USD
242 pages
Trade Paperback
7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: An LGBT+ manga exploring love and
gender at a high school drama club.

Taiga dreams of becoming an actor, so the first thing he does
upon entering high school is join the drama club. There, he
meets the beautiful, enigmatic Maria and immediately falls in
love with her. Not long after, Taiga is told that she is actually
a boy—but is that all there is to Maria’s story? The late PEYO
debuted with this beautifully illustrated, single-volume tale
exploring the nature of personal expression and...
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Seven Seas

Series: Haganai: I Don't Have Many Friends

Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends Vol. 19
Yomi Hirasaka, Itachi
9781648279324
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.99 USD
244 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: Truth and Consequences

After the tumultuous events of the Christmas party, Kodaka
has plans to withdraw from the Neighbors Club, but avoids
the clubroom where Sena and Yozora await. But as soon as
he chooses this, he is confronted by Yukimura draped in a
beautiful dress. What will Kodaka do when Yukimura forces
him to make a romantic choice?

The penultimate volume of the side-splitting rom-com also
includes three Haganai CONNECT chapters featuring stories
about the awkward antics of the m...

Seven Seas

Series: CALL TO ADVENTURE! Defeating
Dungeons with a Skill Board (Manga)

CALL TO ADVENTURE! Defeating Dungeons
with a Skill Board (Manga) Vol. 2
Aki Hagiu, Renji Kuriyama, Teddy
9781648276149
Pub Date: 10/26/21
$12.99 USD
180 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: Leveling Up

Haruki might be invisible, but he makes up for it with
courage and his secret skill board, which has proven its
worth with countless dungeon spoils. While his skills are
growing by the day, Karen’s have a long way to go. Can
Haruki and his skill board help her level up, too?

Series Overview: It’s been five years since strange
dungeons opened up around the Earth, spilling monsters into
our world. Average citizens everywhere have risen to the
challenge to become adventurers, fig...

Seven Seas

Series: I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but
the Other World was at Peace! (Manga)

I Got Caught Up In a Hero Summons, but the
Other World was at Peace! (Manga) Vol . 2
Toudai, Jiro Heian
9781648274510
Pub Date: 11/16/21
$12.99 USD
180 pages
Trade Paperback

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

Summary: An isekai fantasy that’s more about making
friends than making war!

When you get summoned to another world, things are
supposed to go a certain way: become a hero, battle
monsters, and slay demons, right? But when Kaito gets his
summons, things are a little different. First off, he’s not even
the hero…but it doesn’t matter, because the world he’s been
thrust into is at peace. With nothing better to do, Kaito finds
himself taking it easy in this unexpectedly mellow fantasy
world. Now he c...
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Vertical Comics

A School Frozen in Time, volume 4
Naoshi Arakawa, Mizuki Tsujimura
9781647290733
Pub Date: 10/19/21
$12.95 USD
Trade Paperback
0.8 lb Wt

Summary: From two star creators Naoshi Arakawa
(Your Lie in April) and award winning writer Mizuki
Tsujimura (Anime Supremacy!) comes a psychological
horror story filled with twists, turns, and hard truths
about the lives of high school students and the
pressures they face in modern society.

Tick. Tock. As the clock starts again, Takano and his
remaining classmates must face their fears and traumas, still
trapped within the frigid walls of their school. Takano finds
himself back at the origin poi...
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